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Beam Instabtlitv - Q,bsen,attons 

The instability was first observed during the recent 1987-88 
Twatron fixed target run. In this operatlng mode 1000 consecutive 
bunches are loaded tnto the machine at 150 GeV with a bunch 
spacing of 18.8 x10-9 set (53 MHz). The normalized transverse 
emittance is typically 15 II: ~110~~ m rad in each plane with a 
longltudfnal emittance of about 1.5 eV-sec. The beam is accelerated 
to 800 GeV in 13 sec. and then it is resonanfy extracted during a 
23 see flat lop. As the run progressed the bunch intensities were 
tncreased until at about 1.4 xlQl” ppb (protons per bunch) we 
experienced the onset of a coherent horizontal oscillation taking 
place in the later stages of the acceleration cycle ( > 600 GeV). This 
rapidly developing coherent tnstabfllty results in a significant 
emittance growth, which llmlts machine performance and in a 
catastrophic scenario it even prevents extraction of the beam. 

The characteristics of the instablllty are as follows: It was 
only observed In the horizontal plane and at the higher energies. we 
were unable to detect any obvious longitudinal modes. There was a 
relatively strong Intensity threshold: 10% changes in bunch 
intensity would completely eliminate the effect. The osclllatlon was 
self-stablking at the 2-3 mm betatron amplitude level. The effect 
was non-resonant with no strong dependance on the tune. The 
intensity threshold could be Increased by reducing the chromaticlty 
to be positive but close to zero (l-2 units) but there was no 
dramatic sensitivity to cbromatlclty. 

The most successful method of raising the intensity 
threshold was achieved by increaslng tht longitudlnd emillance by 
applying white noi.se to the rf drive, an emlttance of 5 @-sec. would 
permlt a bunch intensity of about 1.8 ~10~~ ppb. The growth time 
was fast: less than 30 x10v3 sec. TyplcaUy, the full ring would go 
unstable. but we have observed unstable behavior in a partial 
azimuth of the ring when bunches of ~Ignlflcantly hlgher intenslty 
were present. Attempts at Landau damping with octupole circuits 
had no great effect but our abiltty to do this was hampered by the 
fact that the value of the cctupoles nt flattop was constrained by the 
resonant extraction process. 

The instability was characterized by a strong low frequency 
signal at t-he first betatron sldeband of the revolution frequency [- 
25 k&l. This is shown In Flg.1. which is the output from a beam 
posltlon monitor showing the beam position over 10 turns. The tick 
marks represent the gap in the circulating beam. which is coming 
once per revolution. Using a wide band pickup (2 GHz) we 
attempled to identify any higher frequency components such as 
those expected from intrabeam oscillations. While these 
measurements are difficult to make, we were unable to see any 
strong evidence for hlgher order modes within the bunches. which 
we would have expected In the 500 - 900 MHz regton. 

In the next few sections, we will present a simple analytic 
description of the observed lnstabllfty. We will show that a 
combination of a resistive wall coupled bunch effect and a single 
bunch slow head-tail instability Is consistent with the above 
obsetvatlons. Flnally. a systematic numerical analysis of our model 
&rowlh-ttme vs chromaticlty plots) points to the existence of the l>1 
slow head-tail modes as a plausible mechanism for the observed 
coherent lnstabllity. Thls last claim, as mentioned before, does not 
have conclusive experimental evidence, although It ls based on a 
very good a@eement between the measured values of the instabilIty 
growth-ttnrr: and the ours calculsted on the hasls of our mndcl 

~in~lc W-&le Eor&Qn__&Motton -Growth Time 

Following Sacherer’s argumenll one can generalize a simple. 
equation of motion describing a wake field driven coherent betatron 
motion of a coasllng beam to model the head-tall instability of the 
bunched beam. A simple dipole oscillation of the coasling beam as 
a whole Is governed by the following equation 

i;+Iv6z4J2x=i f$- &. 

Here x Is the transverse displacement, ZI denotes the transverse 
coupling impedance. 1 is the total beam current and R is the 
machine radlus. The following approach assumes ad hoc existence 
of a given head-tail mode, I, by imposing specific perlodtc 
dependence of the betatron motion with respect to the longitudinal 

Fig.1 Output from a beam position monltor showing the 
transverse beam position over 10 turns 

posit inn. -Kc. 
In a case of a bunched beam thr wake field cxpcricnc~d by a 

test pmtcle at the poslflon 7 1s now given by the followlng 
convoiutlon of the transverse impedance and the normaltied beam 
spectrum, p 
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The cxplil.a Eonll ok” ihe I)owcr spr:r:1rLm is $$vm by thF Id:nrving 
expression 
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The deflecting transverse wake force acting on the particle ls 
a sum of the wakes generated by all the particles tn the bunch, 
which are ahead of the test particle (causality); it also includes long 
range wakes left from al1 the preceding turns. The last feature ls 
expIlcitly built into the definition of Vqz). given by Eq.(2). Resulting 
transverse wake force ls conveniently expressed by the following 
integral 

* T 
r+: = if& & jdf V”(T’l h4r’l 

? 
Substituting the above express&on in the RHS of Eq.( llone obtains 
after a little algebnt a complete equation of motion for Ihe C-th head- 
1;111 mode. defining. The imaginary part of the coherent frequmcy of 
the i-th mode[with the negative sIgnl represents thlp fnvprse growth- 
I lme and 1s expressed by the following formula 

V-3) 

where E = ymoc2 1s the tOta1 energy and 2:~ is the effective 

impedance defined as forums 
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The above result can be compared with the growth-time 
obtained in the framework of the Vlasov equation-based description 
of the slow head-tall instability. The so-called “air bag” model” 
assumes S-kke shell structure of the longitudinal phase-apace. 
which serves as the equilibrium density distribution function [on 
top of which various head-tan modes are constructed as smail 
fluctuations of the particle density). The resultmg formula has 
exactly the same generic form as given by E&(61 with the ef’fectfve 
impedance introduced as an average over dilferent set of spectral 
density functions: namely the Bessel fun&Ions of the first kind. This 
average Is given exphcltly as follows 

0 
I 

zeff= c zlkop’) J ~IOp’ - “$%. (81 
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To remove model dependence from our study both results 
will be applled to carry out model calculation of the spectic head- 
tall instability In the Tevatron. The results of the next sections show 
clearly that there Is very httle difrerence between both models. 

Our conslderatfon wtll be confined to the real part of the 
impedance only, smce the tmaginary part does not enter expficitly 
into the growth-ttme formulae given by Eqs.16) and (7). We 
tentatively identified four dominant sources of the transverse 
Impedance. These potenttally offendtng vacuum structures can be 
listed as follows 

[a) bellows 
fb) kicker magnets 
(c) beam position monitors 
(d) resistive wall and magnet lamfnatlons. 

Ial The first contribution was estimated numerically usfng the TBCI 
code (real time solution of the Maxwell equations for a given 
geometry excited by a Gaussian test bunch). Calculated Fourier 
transform of the transverse wake field is translated into the 
transverse impedance in Ohm/m. The solution can be fitted into a 
broad-band resonance parametrlsed by the shunt impedance R,h. 
the quality factor Q and the resonant frequency 0~. The resulting fit 
is summarized by 

%h O/WC 
z1kd= 1 + iQ(o/o, - oe/o) ’ 

where 
&h= 1.2 x 106 Ohm/m 
Q = 3.3 
w~27cx9.1cBz. 

&I) There are eleven Mcker magnets; both InJectton and abort 
kickers located around the ring. According to Ref.3 the real part of 
the transverse coupling impedance of a c-magnet of half-width a. 
half-height b and length L 1s given by the following analytic 
expression 

GIL 1 
ReZL(O) =m 0 (1 - cos +I I 

where 
Z. = 377 Ohm 
L =lm 
a = 3.7 cm 
b = 1.9cm. 

[c] Sfmtlar contrfbutton comes from 108 beam position monitors. 
Each unit consists of a pafr of cylindrical strips of length f and 
width boo forming a simple transmission line of the charactertst!c 
impedance 2,. The real part of the transverse impedance Is 
expressed as follows3 

8z, c 24’o 2 6Jc Rez&o)=~pn TJsIxl F . Ill) 

where 
I= 18 cm 
&=50Ohm 
b=3.5cm 
oo = 1.92 rad. 

(d) Finally, the low frequency contribution to the transverse 
impedance due to the resistive wall and Lambertson magnet 
lamlnattons IS given by the followfng standard expressfon4 

W 
ZI(O,) = i I t 1) - W/W” ” 

where 
w 2 2.3 x If+ 01:111/m 

All four contributions will serve as a starting point for 
calculation of the effective trnpedance which wtll be canted out in 
the next section. 

UfectW ImDedance 

In order to evaluate the effect&e impedance one has to 
convolute the above four contributions to the transverse impedance 
with the beam spectrum according to Eqs.[7) and (8).The result of 
the above summation obviously depends on chromaticity. The 
resist&e wall contrtbutes only one term; efther evaluated at voO or 
at (1 - v)coo This is a consequence of the fact that for any 
neighboring sampllng frequency the transverse impedance is 
negligtbly small (hyperbolic tan). Therefore, only one spectral line at 
very low frequency (- 25 kHz) couples to the resistive wall 
impedance causing existence of the stationary long range pattern 
depicted in Flg.2. Coherent motion of fndlvfdual bunches ts coupled 
due to the presence of long range wake fleld which leads to this low 
frequency correlation of the betatron amplitudes detI.nmg transverse 
motion of the bunch centroids4. 

One can notice that for both contributions fb) and Jc) their 
transverse impedances Z&o). given by Eqs.[lO) and (I 1). have a 
dtntaction-like character; a prlnclple maxtmum of width I= w/L at 
the orlgln and a series of equally spaced secondary maxima 
governed by the same width. Similarly. the harmontcs of the beam 
spectrum, &I - ~~1, have one (I = 01 or a patr If 2 1) of prlnclple 

maxima of width e = n/2; followed by a sequence of secondary 
maxima Bath spectra are sampled by a d&Crete set of trequendes. 
wp = tp + v)oo. ln case of relatively long proton bunches In the 

Tevatron at 800 GeV t2$= 2 - 3 x lOa set) both widths X and E 

Fig.2 Schematlc dlagram of the resistive wall coupled bunch 
instability combined with the slow head-tail f = 1 mode - 
suggested picture of the observed coherent betatron 
tnstabiltty 
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are comparable and they are of the order of the chromatic 
frequency, w5, evaluated at about 10 units of chromatic!ty. These 

features combined with the convolution formula for the eRectWe 
impedance, Eqs.(7) and (8). result In substantial ‘overlap’ of the 
transverse Impedance and the beam spectrum. which in turn leads 
to large values of effective impedance for relatively small 
chromatlcities [t, - IO). 

In contrast, the effecttve fmpedance evaluated with the 
broad-band part (a) of the transverse impedance fs much smaller 
than the prevloush discussed one. The last statement can be 
rxolained as follows: the width of the broad-band impedance peak. 
5 = or/Q. is much larger than e and ln order to overlap tbta broad 
peak with the principal maximum of the POW~K spectnlm hamollks 
(to get a nonzero effective impedance) one would have to shift both 
sPectra by o : 

of the order of 6. This, In turn, would require 

enormous values of the chromatleity (: - 10% 
Summarizing. only two out of four contributions to the 

transverse impedance are relevant to the discussed coherent 
betatron tnstabfllty. First. the reslstfve wall part, which couples to 
the low frequency l- 25 kIiz1 stngle spectral line is responsible for 
the observed coupled bunch pattern. Second. the Mcker magnet 
contribution drivfng high frequency band of several lines centered 
around 500 MHz is in turn responsible for single bunch slow head- 
tall modes. The similar coupling due to the beam position monitors 
is much weaker. berarlse of the small absolute value of the 
transverse impedance and therefore 1s neglected in further 
ronslderation. 
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At thts point some the comparison of numerically evaluated 
r,esults of the presented model with the observed coherent 
instabllfly is in order. Assuming only two domfnant contributions to 
the transverse coupling Impedance; resistive wall given by Eq.( 10) 
and kicker magnets expressed by Eq.il21, the inverse growth-time 
was calculated numerically according to Eqs.(61-181. The resulting 
growth-rate as a function of chromaticity evaluated for different 
slow head-MI modes (I= 0, 1, 2. 3) are Illustrated In FIg.3. One can 
immediately see a qualitative ditference between the i= 0 and i: 1 
modes: the resfstfve wall effect is much more dramatic for I= 0 
mode and leads to strong Instabilfty even at zero chromatlcity. 
Higher order modes. on the other hand, are only slightly effected by 
the resistive wall coupling. 

The experimentally observed sftrlatlnn corr+~sponds tn 
chrvmat~ctty of about 15 units. Flg.3 shows that I= 1 mode Is 
strongly unstable with the growth-time of about 40 xlW%ec, which 
would suggest that this mode is responsible for the observed 
betatron tnstability. One way of suppresstng the I= 1 mode would 
be by decreasing chromatlcity. This scheme has been successfully 
tried during the last flxed target run. However, as one can see from 
Fig.3, the I= 0 mode appears to be unstable for small positlve 
chromaticities and might lead to slgniflcant enhancement of 
coherent betatron motLon due to previously discussed reslstlve wall 
coupling. Fortunately, this potentially offending mode can be 
efIectlvely suppressed by the act&e damper system also employed 
durtng the last fixed target run. This efficient cure for the I= 0 mode 
obviously does not work In case of the higher modes. since Its 
feedback system picks up only the transverse positton of a bunch 
centrofd. which rematns zero due to the symmetry of the higher 
modes. Another possible cure (also effectlve for the C> 1 modes) 
would tnvolve the landau dampfng through the octupole-Induced 
betatron tune spread. Increasing betatron amplitude of lnltially 
unstable mode causes increase of the tune spread. which will 
eventually self-stablltze development of this mode. The elrlcacy of 
this last scheme w111 be examined in the next fIxed target run. 

in conclusion. we identlfled observed coherent InstabIlIty as 
a comblnatton of the single bunch slow head-tail modes driven by 
the Mcker magnets and the coupled bunch resfsttve wall Instability. 
Good agreement between the measurements and the growth-times 
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FIg.3 A family of ixtvcrse growth-time vs chromaticlty curves 
evaluated numericalIy for various head-tail mode irrdlces ! 

calc~~latecl within the framework of Lhe presented model Points 
strungly at the I- 1 mode as the offending single b~mrh compcmcnl 
of the observed Instability. Whether this picture 1s really true. or 
pcrhnps the f= 0 mode Is present fnslead: this question should br 
addressed throrrgh a detailed high resnl~tlon real time observation 
rarrird out In thr ntxt run. 
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